
Anthony Ibrahim teaches at the common 
school in Nyuwa Buda, a small village north 
of the South Sudanese capital Juba. To us 
his story is proof that we are on the right 
track: World Without Mines is committed 
not only to demining but at the same time to 
increasing awareness among civilians about 
the lethal dangers that wars confront them 
with.

Until recently Ibrahim could only ob-
serve, day after day, how much the chil-
dren suffered from the civil war: „They saw 
soldiers right in front of our schoolhouse. 
They were afraid and worried about what 
might happen.” But he also feared for the 
children’s lives when there were no soldiers 
about. The army had mined the area around 

Nyuwa Buda and the savanna was strewn 
with live ammunition. Ibrahim knew that 
the children liked to play with the gleaming 
metal parts.

So he was very glad when we, together 
with our local partner organisation Dan-
ChurchAid, sent a risk education team. As 
Ibrahim said, „the trainers taught us how 
to recognise the different types or rem-
nants of war and whom we should inform.”

Yet Ibrahim wanted to learn more about 
the risks associated with mines and other 
weapons, so he underwent training to be-
come a community focal point for all re-
lated questions. „The specialists provided 
me with more technical knowledge, along 
with teaching materials that I can put to 
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In his village, teacher 
Anthony Ibrahim 
plays a key role in in-
creasing risk awareness 
among children and 
teenagers.

Nyuwa Buda, South 
Sudan: Thanks to the 
support of our donors, 
schoolchildren are 
being informed on the 
danger of mines.

„I CAN SAVE LIVES”
South Sudan may be the world’s youngest state but it is already engulfed in  

an extremely bloody civil war. World Without Mines is committed to informing 

civilians on the dangers posed by mines, duds and left-over munitions.
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2BUILDING RISK AWARENESS

good use in class with the children and in 
conversations with grown-ups.”

Paying for school with scrap metal
The inhabitants of Nyuwa Buda are not the 
only people whose survival depends partly 
on our commitment. In the past months, in 
addition to many others we have sensitised 
Emmanuel Sebit Kenyi and Anna Mudada 
to the risks represented by remnants of war.

Emmanuel attends a primary school 
near Wadi Luri. So far, he has survived 
by collecting scrap metal. „It paid for my 
school fees as well as the books and supplies 
I need,” he explains. His biggest source of 
scrap metal has been abandoned ammuni-
tion. What Emmanuel found he took home, 
not realising that doing so „put my own life 
and that of my family in danger”.

Messenger for risk consciousness
Emmanuel only became attentive to the 
great danger involved when he met our 
team. He was horrified and exclaims, „Since 

then I’ve stopped gathering unknown ob-
jects!” Thanks to World Without Mines, he 
now knows the dangers and is proud to be 
able to share this knowledge with others. 
„In my school, I’ve become the ambassodor 
of mine risk education,” he beams.

Anna Mudada fled to South Sudan from 
Congo in 1995. She wanted to escape the 
war in her homeland, not knowing that she 
would find herself in a new conflict. Dur-
ing her flight a tragic accident occurred: 
a woman in her group unintentionally 
pressed the trigger of a rifle and shot an-
other refugee. As Anna notes, „It could just 
as easily have been me who got killed.”

Since then Anna has lived in the vicinity 
of the capital, Juba, and is regularly faced 
with similar situations. „Many people have 
guns because of the civil war,” she notes. 
Marked by the tragedy she witnessed, she 
has repeatedly tried to draw others‘ atten-
tion to the risks involved. „But since I didn’t 
know anything, I couldn’t really help,” she 
laments.

That changed in May 2017 when she came 
into contact with World Without Mines. „I 
received intense training and a handbook 
explaining everything I had to know,” she 
says. „Today I’m proud to be able to inform 
people around me competently about how to 
handle weapons and munitions. That way I 
can save lives.”

Children and teenagers 
learn to recognise  
mines and other war 
material. 
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South Sudan: our success from 2015 to 2018  
in figures

•	49 889 people have received explanations on 
risk tailored to their profile

•	790 adult risk facilitators  have been trained

•	467 young risk facilitators  have been trained

•	168 weapons finds  have been reported to the 
authorities and to mine-clearing teams.

The young risk  
facilitators share their 
knowledge with 
friends.
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3DEMINING

Eneris Chaioka, on her farm in Chapasuka, 
looks frail at first glance. But in these early 
morning hours she is vigorously yanking 
out weeds between the peanut plants. She is 
not sure of her exact age but does know that 
she must be over 70. Taking a break, Eneris 
says, „This piece of land belongs to me. My 
son Tobias owns the one next to it. Before the 
mine-clearing team came, I couldn’t plant a 
thing. The land was sown with three rows of 
mines.” These originated in the war of inde-
pendence, in the 1970s, and were part of one 
of the world’s densest mine belts.

Eneris’ son Tobias lives nearby with his 
wife and five children. He grows corn, sor-
ghum and cotton. „I suspected there were 
mines on a certain part of my land,” he re-
members. „That’s why I left that area un-
worked. But I made a big mistake, because 
there were also mines on the part of my 
land that I ploughed. If the mines hadn’t 
been planted so deep, I could have paid for 
my recklessness very dearly.”

Actually Tobias knows how danger-
ous mines are and what damage they can 
wreak. His neighbour has been totally blind 
since tripping a mine. Livestock too repeat-

„OUR LAND FEEDS US”
In Zimbabwe the Chaioka family can farm their fields again without worry –  

thanks to World Without Mines.

For years mines made Eneris 
Chaioka’s land unusable.

edly fall victim to the insidious weapons. 
Since his childhood Tobias has seen hun-
dreds of cows and oxen killed by explosions.

„Now, where the mines have been 
cleared, I feel safe,” Tobias says. „And so 
does the whole village, not just me. At last 
we needn’t be afraid to walk in our fields 
any more! They are everything to us: they 
feed us!”
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With your donation we 
can provide real,  
direct help to people 
like Tobias Chaioka 
and his family.

Please support 
demining in  
countries like  
Zimbabwe today 
with a donation.

Thank you so 
much!
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4DOCUMENTARY FILM

Jan Baumgartner came to Sarajevo for the 
first time 15 years ago as part of a student 
exchange project. One day he met a de-
miner and listened to his stories. „I won-
dered to myself what kind of people these 
were who did such work,” Jan remembers. 
„Why doesn’t anyone ever talk about them?” 
A trained male nurse, Jan decided to make 
a film.

They used to be enemies
Gornji Vakuf-Uskoplje, summer 2017: The 
film team accompanied the deminers. Sev-
eral times the project threatened to fail be-
cause it was so difficult to win the demin-
ers‘ trust. During the war they had fought 
as soldiers on different sides, each seeking 
to kill the other. They were predators and 
also victims. Their memories of that dread-
ful time were not forgotten and welled up 
repeatedly in the Interviews. 

A common cause for a better future
Over time Jan Baumgartner learned more 
and more about the men. „One might think 
they’d earn a lot of money, being confronted 
with such big risks,” he says. „But they 
don’t.” Due to the weather they can only 
work in summer, and for many holding 
down another job in winter is hardly possi-
ble. „Instead of going to school, they went to 
war,” Jan explains. „And when it was finally 
over, they had no more chance to learn a 
trade.” The only thing they’ve mastered is 
demining. Or, as one of them said: „When 

ENEMIES BECOME 
DEMINERS
The film „Talking Soil” shows the hard life of former soldiers who  

now clear mines in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

you learn to clear mines, it’s as if you’ve 
started smoking. You can never give it up.”

Convinced by the film’s message, that 
former enemies are committed to the com-
mon cause of a better future for Bosnia- 
Herzegovina, World Without Mines set up 
a meeting between Jan and our local team 
there.

The film „Talking Soil” 
was shown at the 
Sarajevo Film Festival 
in August 2018.

For more information 
about screenings, visit 
www.talkingsoil.com

Jan Baumgartner  
documented the day-
to-day life of a  
mine-clearing team in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
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